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ECONOMY, ENERGY AND FAIR WORK COMMITTEE 

COVID-19 – impact on Scotland’s businesses, workers and economy 

SUBMISSION FROM  Bespoke Canvas Art & Interiors Ltd trading from shared space 

with 100+ Small Business owners in the Forge Market Glasgow 

I am writing this to you all, to highlight our situation as Small Business Owners in Scotland's 

largest indoor market, The Forge Market, Glasgow. 

The local constituency MP, David Linden was informed early April from small business 

owners including myself. David has written letters to GCC, the MD of Geraud Markets 

(owners of the Forge Market) and recently has written to Kate Forbes Cabinet Secretary for 

Finance on the 22nd April, heard nothing so far. 

The reasoning behind this email is to highlight our issue of accessing the Business Support 

Fund so we can all maintain our businesses, people can keep their jobs and we can play our 

part in supporting the local community, wider community and economy. 

Early April, Geraud Markets provided the 100+ small business owners / traders (some of the 

businesses are sole traders, Ltd companies & most have staff) within the Forge Market a 

letter detailing breakdown of our unit costs showing our  rent, our rate able value and what we 

pay to them in rates as breakdown of our overall rent, as the Forge Market is the ratepayer. 

We used the information supplied from Geraud Markets to apply for the Business Support 

Grant with GCC. 

On 30th April, I received an email from GCC that my business has been refused the Business 

Support Grant that I am not registered on the Non-Domestic Rates Register due to the criteria 

the Scottish Government has set. Without assistance most of the small businesses will find it 

difficult to continue trading within The Forge Market 

My own company Bespoke Canvas Art & Interiors Ltd, is registered in Companies House, I 

pay VAT and PAYE pay tax, my turnover is six figures. 

We have a website www.bespokeartinteriors.co.uk, a social media presence in both 

Facebook and Instagram of just now 16K followers. 

I find it unbelievable that I and many others are getting treated differently from some shops in 

the high street that will have less turnover, less tax, less vat (if any). But because they 

are  registered as the ratepayer, there shop could have a rate able of £18k or below, they will 

not even pay rates, they will get the Business Support Grant. 

We the small business owners have not been trading in The Forge Market since Sunday 22nd 

March. 

We are looking for our Government to readdress this imbalance for all small business owners 

that are not registered on the non-domestic rates register. 

http://www.bespokeartinteriors.co.uk/
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On the 2nd May the UK Government set out new funding 'Top-up to local business grant fund 

scheme' in England to accommodate certain small businesses previously outside the scope of 

the business grant funds scheme and allowing for allocation of funding be at the discretion of 

local authorities. This was confirmed on the UK Government Covid 19 briefing on 6th May. 

If we were located in England or Northern Ireland, we would be looked after so much better 

than we are with the current Scottish Government. 


